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Abstract. Human resources are actively involved in business process
management (BPM), due to their participation in the execution of the
work developed within business process (BP) activities. They, thus, con-
stitute a crucial aspect in BP design. Diﬀerent approaches have been re-
cently introduced aiming at extending existing BP modelling notations
to improve their capabilities for human resource management. However,
the scope of the proposals is usually quite limited, and most of them pro-
vide ad-hoc solutions for speciﬁc scenarios. Resource Assignment Lan-
guage (RAL) was developed just to overcome such shortcomings, being
independent of the modelling notation in which it is used, and providing
interesting resource analysis mechanisms. Still, RAL is currently focused
on a single BP instance and, thus, resource assignments cannot contain
constraints between two process instances. In this paper, we introduce a
complete (i.e. syntactical and semantical) extension for RAL to provide
it with history-aware expressions. These expressions will, in turn, be able
to be automatically resolved and analysed along with the other RAL ex-
pressions, thanks to RAL’s semantics based on Description Logics (DLs).
Keywords: Human resource management, history-based distribution,
RAL, resource-aware business process design, design-time business pro-
cess analysis.
1 Introduction
Human resource management is one of the key aspects to consider when design-
ing a BP, since the participation of people drives the execution of the processes
carried out in an organization. Therefore, if we want everything to work properly
and eﬃciently at run time, the design of an appropriate distribution of the work
among the members of an organization is crucial.
As a proof of that, lots of approaches dealing with issues related to human
resource management have been introduced in the recent years, and current Busi-
ness Process Management Systems (BPMSs) are increasingly concerned about
improving the support they provide for that purpose. Several proposals address
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the extension of Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) to enhance the
resource perspective [1,2]; others extend Uniﬁed Modelling Language (UML) to
specify and check well-known rules such as Segregation of Duties (SoD) and
Binding of Duties (BoD) [3]. New resource assignment languages that can be
used in combination with diﬀerent process modelling notations have also been
introduced [4,5]. However, in spite of the large amount of solutions, most of them
are ad-hoc, their scope is quite limited, or they are just incomplete, meaning that
they focus on speciﬁc aspects and leave others aside.
From the existing approaches, we are going to focus on RAL, a Domain Spe-
ciﬁc Language (DSL) to deﬁne resource assignment expressions in BP activities,
aimed at exceeding the scope of similar approaches [5]. It has notable advantages,
to be named: (i) it oﬀers a wide collection of resource assignment expressions,
(ii) it is not designed for a concrete BP modelling notation, and (iii) it pro-
vides automated analysis capabilities derived from its formal semantics based
on DLs. Section 2 contains background on RAL. Nonetheless, the current scope
of the language is restricted to a single BP instance, without considering past
information in the resource assignments. In particular, RAL covers ten out the
eleven Creation Patterns belonging to the Workﬂow Resource Patterns (WRPs)
described by Russell et al. [6], but support for the following pattern referred to
history information is currently missing:
History-Based Distribution: The ability to distribute work items to resources
on the basis of their previous execution history.
We consider this an important limitation of the language, since this pattern
is already supported by some other proposals, and there are constraints such
as the aforementioned SoD and BoD that sometimes need information from
previous BP executions (e.g. static SoD [3]). RAL’s speciﬁcation and semantics
should, thus, be extended to include this pattern. In this paper, we introduce
such an extension. As a result, we provide RAL with the required elements to
specify that: (i) an activity has to be performed by the person that executed a
certain activity in a previous instance of the BP; and (ii) an activity cannot be
undertaken by somebody that has participated in the process in instances run
during the last week. We wanted to keep RAL expressive enough to enable the
speciﬁcation of assignments that are likely to be used in organizations, so we
have introduced history-aware assignment expressions both at activity level and
at process level (cf. Section 3 for details). Besides that, in Section 4 we describe
the DL-based semantics of the new RAL expressions, as well as the mechanism to
automatically resolve such expressions to obtain the set of potential performers
of an activity. Only one of the candidates might be later allocated to the task at
run time. Finally, some related work is brieﬂy introduced in Section 5, and the
paper ends up with some conclusions and future work in Section 6.
2 Background
The work we present in this paper is the continuation of previous work on the
improvement of resource management in BPs. A study we carried out about the
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features provided by BPMN (and other BP modelling notations) as for resource
management, revealed that the capabilities oﬀered by current notations are not
suﬃcient to cater for all the resource management needs of an organization. This
impelled us to develop a language that allowed an easier deﬁnition of resource
assignments in BP models, while keeping expressiveness in the collection of as-
signments that could be speciﬁed [5]. The result was RAL, a DSL speciﬁcally
developed to express resource assignments in BP activities overcoming some
drawbacks present in other existing approaches [1,2,3]. RAL expressions cover
from simple assignments of activities to speciﬁc individuals of the company, to
complex assignments containing (access-control) constraints between activities,
as well as compound expressions. RAL’s syntax, quite similar to natural lan-
guage, increases its understandability, as shown in the following examples:
RAL 1: IS Samuel
RAL 2: NOT (IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY CreateResolutionProposal)
RAL 3:(HAS ROLE DocumentWriter) OR (HAS POSITION ACDocumentSigner)
Besides, the language was equipped with formal semantics based on DLs, which
enabled the design-time analysis of resource assignment expressions by using
DL reasoners existing in the market [7]. This allowed us to infer information
automatically from RAL-aware BP models, i.e. models with RAL expressions
associated with the BP activities, such as (i) the potential performers of each
activity; or (ii) the potential set of activities each person of an organization can
be allocated at run time. As a proof of concept, we developed RAL Solver, a
plug-in for Oryx [8] that emerged both to test the use of RAL expressions in BP
models, and the beneﬁts of its DL-based semantics to analyse RAL-aware BP
models at design-time [7,9].
Some beneﬁts of design-time resource-related analysis are that it informs the
company about the possible workload of its employees, and warns about poten-
tial allocation problems that may arise at run time. Furthermore, it eases the
detection of inconsistencies between the resource assignments associated to the
activities of a BP model and the structure of the organization where it is used,
e.g. non-existent roles or persons.
In the rest of this paper, we introduce an extension for RAL to deal with
history information in resource assignment expressions. In particular, we have
added some new expressions to the speciﬁcation of the language, and we have
mapped them into DLs in order to be able to automatically resolve them, and
so take them into consideration along with the rest of RAL expressions.
3 Extending RAL’s Specification to Support
History-Based Distribution
We have extended RAL expression IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY activityName
(line 11 in Language 1), which stated that an activity had to be allocated to the
same person that had performed another activity (assuming the same instance
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Language 1. EBNF speciﬁcation for RAL’s new expressions
1 Expre ss ion := IS PersonConstra int
2 | HAS GroupResourceType GroupResourceConstraint
3 | SHARES Amount GroupResourceType WITH PersonConstra int
4 | HAS CAPABILITY Capab i l i t yCon s tr a int
5 | IS ASSIGNMENT IN ACTIVITY activityName
6 | Re la t i on sh ipExp re s s i on
7 | CompoundExpression
8
9 PersonConstra int := personName
10 | PERSON IN DATA FIELD dataObject . f ie ldName
11 | PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY activityName [HistoryExpression ]
12 | PERSON WHO HAS PARTICIPATED IN BPHistoryExpression
13
14 HistoryExpression := IN CURRENT INSTANCE
15 | IN ANY INSTANCE
16 | IN ANOTHER INSTANCE
17 | FROM startDate TO endDate
18
19 BPHistoryExpression := CURRENT PROCESS INSTANCE
20 | ANY PROCESS INSTANCE
21 | ANOTHER PROCESS INSTANCE
22 | A PROCESS INSTANCE BETWEEN startDate AND endDate
of the BP), to deal with the history-based distribution pattern (lines 14 to 17).
The extension consists of spreading the scope to other BP instances, allowing the
deﬁnition of constraints about the instance in which the referenced activity was
executed, speciﬁcally:
– Line 14. The same process instance currently running. This is the option
selected by default in case no HistoryExpression is speciﬁed.
– Line 15. Any instance of the process (including the ongoing one).
– Line 16. Any previous process instance (excluding the ongoing one).
– Line 17. Those process instances in which the activity has been completed
between two given dates (regardless of whether the process instance itself is
over or not).
Furthermore, based on the same constraints, we have introduced a new expres-
sion in the language (line 12). In it, we do not specify the activity whose per-
former is referenced, but the BP instance in which he/she has participated, i.e.
he/she has undertaken some activity in that process instance. It is a more generic
expression but can be useful not to limit so much the scope of the constraint.
This way, lines 12 and 19-22 state that an activity has to be performed by some-
body that executed some activity in (i) the ongoing process instance, (ii) any
process instance, (iii) a previous process instance, and (iv) any process instance,
provided that the activity was completed between two given dates (similarly to
expression in line 17, it is not required the whole process instance being over by
that moment).
Besides, we remind that RAL has a negation operator (NOT) we could use to
deﬁne the opposite expressions, e.g. to state that an activity cannot be performed
by the person that undertook another activity at any time in the past.
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Fig. 1. Meta model with the required elements for history-aware RAL expressions
The organizational meta model on which RAL is based does not need to be
modiﬁed in order to apply this extension. However, we have to provide a way
to store the information required for the history-aware expressions. In Figure 1,
classes related to organizational aspects are shown in gray. They correspond to
the excerpt of the organizational meta model described by Russell et al. [10] RAL
has always used. New elements to deal with history information are introduced
in white. These elements contain the execution information necessary to resolve
the new expressions. Speciﬁcally, a BusinessProcess has a set of Activities, which
have associated a RALExpression indicating the resources allowed to perform
the task at run time (i.e. potential performers of the activity). For each BP
instance, zero, one or more instances of its activities can be executed. Each
ActivityInstance (a.k.a. work item) can have a diﬀerent actual performer, as
long as that person meets the conditions stated by the resource assignment
expression. The completion time of each activity instance is recorded, so that
RAL expressions in lines 17 and 22 can be resolved. The set of work items
undertaken by a single person constitute his/her execution history. The meta
model shown in Figure 1, thus, contains all the information required to use the
previous version of RAL and the new history-aware expressions.
3.1 Application Example
We are going to use the same use case we used when we ﬁrst introduced RAL
to exemplify the use of the new expressions [5].
The BP represented by the BPMN model in Figure 2 illustrates a simpliﬁed
version of the process to manage the trip a conference (according to the rules
of the University of Seville). It starts with the submission of the Camera Ready
version of a paper accepted for publication at the conference. Then, one of the
authors ﬁlls in a form requesting for authorization both to travel to the venue
place and to take the funds from some funding source. This document must
be approved by some person allowed to authorize the applicant to attend the
conference and take funds from the project speciﬁed in the authorization form,
e.g. the project coordinator. The signed document is sent for revision to an
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Send Travel
Authorizat ion
Register
at Conference
Travel
Authorizat ion
-  Applicant:
Make
Reservat ions
Travel
Authorizat ion
Transport
Accommodation
Submit Paper Fill Travel
Authorizat ion
Sign Travel
Authorizat ion
Travel
Authorizat ion
Fig. 2. Business process for conference trip management
THEOS's Project
Coordinator
THEOS's Account
Delegate
THEOS's Responsible
for Work Package
THEOS's Administrat ive
AssistantTHEOS's Technician
THEOS's PhDStudent
Anna
Betty
Daniel
AdeleChrist ine
Anthony
Charles
Position Role 
THEOS’s Project Coordinator 
Project Coordinator 
Project’s Account Administrator 
Project’s Resource Manager 
THEOS’s Responsible for Work Package Project’s Responsible for Work Package Project’s Researcher 
THEOS’s PhD Student Project’s PhD Student 
… … 
Fig. 3. Excerpt of the organizational model of ISA Group for project THEOS
external entity, where someone evaluates the request. If it is approved, one author
of the paper must register at the conference and make the reservations required.
Imagine that the previous BP is used in an organization with the structure
shown in Figure 3. It is actually an excerpt of the structure of the ISA research
group of the University of Seville with regard to a research project called THEOS
(class OrganizationalUnit of the meta model in Figure 1). It has six positions
and seven persons occupying them. Each position of the model can delegate work
to any inferior position and report work to its immediately upper position. The
relationship participatesIn of the organizational meta model is summarized in
the table attached to the ﬁgure.
Figure 4 shows possible RAL assignments for some activities of the process
in Figure 2. The DL deﬁnitions of the expressions necessary to automate their
resolution can also be seen in the ﬁgure (cf. Section 4.4 for details about the
mapping to DLs).
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Submit Paper: A Project’s PhD Student is in charge of submitting the paper.
RAL: HAS ROLE ProjectsPhDStudent
DL: RALSubmitPaper ≡ ∃occupies.(∃participatesIn.{ProjectsPhDStudent})
Fill Travel Authorization: The performer of task Submit Paper in the ongoing
instance must ﬁll in the authorization form.
RAL: IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY SubmitPaper IN CURRENT INSTANCE
DL: RALFillTA ≡ ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity−.{tm1}  SubmitPaper)
Make Reservations: Anybody but the performer of task Sign Travel Authorization
can make the reservations required.
RAL: NOT (IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY SignTA IN ANY INSTANCE)
DL: RALMakeReservations ≡ Person  ¬(∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity−.
((∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement)) SignTA))
Fig. 4. Resource assignments to activities of the process in Figure 2
4 Extending RAL’s Semantics to Support History-Based
Distribution
As explained in [7], RAL’s semantics is deﬁned in DLs [11], which provides
the language with analysis capabilities that can be exploited with operations
implemented in current DL reasoners, e.g. Pellet and HermiT. The goal now is
to deﬁne formal semantics for the history-aware RAL expressions. For them to be
accurate, it is necessary to store run-time information that is necessary to know
the actual performer of any activity already executed. Therefore, ontological
elements relating to the performers of the activities of each instance of a BP
have to be added to the previous Web Ontology Language (OWL) ontology
deﬁned for RAL as detailed in the following sections.
4.1 New OWL Upper Ontology
Previous RAL’s semantics was provided from design-time perspective for a single
instance of the BP. Only organizational aspects were thus considered in the
OWL ontology generated to resolve the assignments. However, in order to store
and use information about who has performed each activity of a BP in the
diﬀerent execution instances, new classes and properties have to added to the
TBox of the OWL upper ontology. In particular, we have added one OWL class
for some of the classes related to BPs (white boxes in the meta model of Figure
1), speciﬁcally for Activity, and BusinessProcess. Class RALExpression can be
considered equivalent to current class Person, since a RAL expression represents
a sub-set of the members of an organization [5]. Therefore, it is not inserted as
a new OWL class in the upper ontology, using Person for the same purpose.
In addition, although class ActivityInstance has been added to the meta model
in Figure 1 to show the real link between the organizational meta model and
the BP meta model, it actually represents an instance of an activity, so it is
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Fig. 5. OWL upper ontology extension to deal with history information
not part of the upper ontology, either. However, we have had to add some extra
information required to deal with the negation form (i.e. operator NOT) of the
history-aware RAL expressions. Speciﬁcally, class History has been created to
represent the overall history of the executions of the BPs of the organization.
Object properties hasBPexecution, hasActivity and hasPerformer have been
added respectively to associate History with BusinessProcess, BusinessProcess
with Activity, and Activity with Person, as depicted in Figure 5. Inverse prop-
erties have been created to ease the use of the ontology1. Furthermore, class Ac-
tivity has a data property called wasCompleted of standard type xsd:dateTime,
to save the completion date of the activity.
4.2 Refining the Ontology for Each Business Process
The upper ontology in the TBox will be reﬁned for each BP used in the orga-
nization, by introducing sub-classes of the classes previously deﬁned, together
with speciﬁc conﬁguration necessary to make it work properly. We are taking as
example activity Submit Paper of the BP in Figure 2 to show this reﬁnement.
First of all, a sub-class of BusinessProcess has to be deﬁned to represent
the BP for conference trip management. Then, a new sub-class of Activity is
introduced for each activity type of the process. Similarly, classes representing the
RAL expressions of the activities (e.g. RALSubmitPaper) are added, together
with one axiom for each activity to indicate that it has exactly one performer
that belongs to the subset of Person deﬁned by the RAL expression. Finally,
two axioms are added to state that the process is composed of all of its activities
and to indicate that all activities are disjoint. The deﬁnition in DL is done as
follows:
TripManagement  BusinessProcess
SubmitPaper  Activity
SubmitPaper = 1hasPerformer.RALSubmitPaper
T ripManagement  ∃hasActivity.(SubmitPaper unionsq ... unionsqMakeReservations)
SubmitPaper  ¬{FillT ravelAuthorization, ...,MakeReservations}
4.3 Instantiation of the BP-related Elements
Regarding instantiation of the classes, we will have one and only one instance
of class History, which will be related to the speciﬁc elements stored in the
ontology. Then, every time a new process instance is started, OWL instances (or
individuals) of the corresponding classes have to be added to the ontology, and
the appropriate property associations have to be conﬁgured also at this level.
1 For the sake of understanding, we will use syntax property− to refer to them.
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History(hist)
TripManagement(tm1)
hasBPexecution(hist, tm1)
SubmitPaper(sp1tm1)
hasActivity(tm1, sp
1
tm1)
Once a person is selected from the set of potential performers (i.e. the activity
might be allocated to that person at run time), the individual must be added as
performer of that instance of the activity. Similarly, when the activity instance
is complete, the completion time is set on the activity.
hasPerformer(sp1tm1 , personX)
wasCompleted(sp1tm1 , timestamp1)
Finally, some technical details are required to complete the ontology. First, all
instances are set as diﬀerent from each other, since DL does not assume it.
Second, to avoid unintuitive eﬀects of the open world assumption in DL [11],
each time a new execution is added to the ontology (e.g. a new activity spitmj
of type SubmitPaper is started in process tmj), the instance tmj is updated to
indicate that it has exactly i activities of type SubmitPaper. The same applies
to new processes and the history instance:
tm1 = tm2 = ... = tmn, sp1tm1 = sp1tm2 , = ... =, sp1tmn
tmj ∈= ihasActivity.SubmitPaper
hist ∈= jhasBPexecution.T ripManagement
4.4 Mapping History-Aware RAL Expressions into DLs
Finally, we have to map every RAL expression of the BP into DLs, e.g. the assign-
ment deﬁned in class RALSubmitPaper. In order to do so, each kind of RAL ex-
pression must have an accurate and well-deﬁned semantics. In Table 1, we present
the DL deﬁnition of the history-awareRAL expressions. As execution information
is sometimes needed, to be able to provide accurate semantics we assume we are
running the process and, thus, we know the identiﬁer of the current process in-
stance (in this case tm1). Activity Submit Paper is once again used as example.
If operator NOT is used, e.g. NOT (IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY SubmitPaper IN
ANOTHER INSTANCE), the mapping of such expressions is Person¬(mapp(expr)),
where mapp(expr) is the corresponding DL expression in Table 1.
Notice that the semantics we have deﬁned implies that the expressions are re-
solved at run time, since they require run-time information. To enable design-time
analysis, design-time semantics of the history-aware RAL expressions is provided
in Table 2. As for the negation, all the expressions in the table are mapped to
Person. Obviously, this mapping just provides an approximation of the real se-
mantics (cf. Table 1), useful to work at design-time, when run-time data is missing.
4.5 Automated Resolution of History-Based RAL Expressions
As explained in [7], as RAL’s semantics is deﬁned in DLs, we can use operations
already implemented in existing DL reasoners to perform analysis operations
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Table 1. Accurate mapping of history-aware RAL expressions into DL concepts
History-Based DL Mapping (mapp(expr))
RAL Expression (expr)
IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY SubmitPaper
IN CURRENT INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .{tm1}
SubmitPaper)
IN ANY INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .
((∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement)
SubmitPaper))
IN ANOTHER INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .
((∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement)
¬{tm1})  SubmitPaper)
FROM star tDate TO endDate ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .
((∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement)
SubmitPaper  ∃(wasCompleted ≥ startDate)
∃(wasCompleted ≤ endDate)))
IS PERSON WHO HAS PARTICIPATED IN
CURRENT INSTANCE INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .{tm1})
ANY PROCESS INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .
(∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement))
ANOTHER PROCESS INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .
((∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement)
¬{tm1})
A PROCESS INSTANCE BETWEEN ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .
s tar tDate AND endDate ((∃hasBPexecution−.{hist}  TripManagement)
∃(wasCompleted ≥ startDate)
∃(wasCompleted ≤ endDate)))
Table 2. Approximate mapping of history-aware RAL expressions into DL concepts.
The mappings missing are done exactly like in Table 1.
History-Based DL Mapping (mapp(expr))
RAL Expression (expr)
IS PERSON WHO DID ACTIVITY SubmitPaper
IN CURRENT INSTANCE
IN ANY INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.SubmitPaper
IN ANOTHER INSTANCE
IS PERSON WHO HAS PARTICIPATED IN
CURRENT INSTANCE INSTANCE
ANY PROCESS INSTANCE ∃hasPerformer−.(∃hasActivity− .T ripManagement)
ANOTHER PROCESS INSTANCE
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over the RAL expressions of a BP and, so, infer information about how resources
are being managed in the process. Speciﬁcally, to obtain the potential performers
of an activity we must execute the operation individuals on the RAL expression,
e.g. for activity Submit Paper it is individuals(∃hasPerformer−.SubmitPaper).
5 Related Work
The importance of considering resources as part of BPM is a well-known concern
[12]. Approaches have typically focused on one single process instance, disregard-
ing what has happened in the past [13]. However, more and more history-based
allocation is coming on stage, and we can ﬁnd several proposals dealing with the
introduction of this pattern in BP models.
Bertino et al. presented a language for deﬁning Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) constraints to tasks in a workﬂow (WF) [4]. The approach is similar
to RAL in the sense that it is also built on a formal basis and is also aimed
at checking constraint consistency. Besides, algorithms for planning resource
assignments to the various tasks were also introduced. However, the language
was considerably diﬃcult to use, as it was not user-oriented.
Wolter and Schaad assigned speciﬁc semantics to BPMN swimlanes in order to
represent role hierarchies, introduced Manual Tasks and extended some BPMN
artifacts to deﬁne assignments [1]. Only four creation patterns were supported
by this approach, History-Based Distribution among them.
Russell and van der Aalst examined BPEL4People and WS-HumanTask2 us-
ing the WRPs as evaluation framework [14]. Compared to RAL, these standards
provide less support for the creation patterns, but past information is maintained
as history task events.
Awad et al. used the WRPs again as a reference framework to study resource
management in BPMN 1.2, and proposed a meta model extension for the no-
tation [2]. The meta model used to capture history information is very similar
to ours (cf. Figure 1) and the approach was quite expressive, but the solution
is ad-hoc for BPMN and there is not a uniﬁed formalism to assign and analyse
resources. Diﬀerent techniques are utilised for each pattern instead.
Recently, Strembeck and Mendling have introduced Business Activities, a
UML extension that enables the deﬁnition of process-related RBAC models [3].
The history of a process instance is recorded in what they call Business Activity
RBAC Model (BRM). However, unlike RAL, it is constrained to UML, and other
types of resource assignments are not considered in their proposal.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have described how to add history execution information
of a BP to RAL, extending so the scope of the language. The result is a re-
source assignment language that can be used in diﬀerent BP notations, sup-
ports all the creation patterns [10] and can be used with other WRPs (visit
2 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/bpel4people/
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www.isa.us.es/cristal for further information about RAL and the WRPs),
and has analysis capabilities to automatically resolve RAL expressions and in-
fer interesting information from a RAL-aware BP model, now considering past
executions as well. The next improvement step is to provide RAL with accurate
execution semantics, integrate it into a BPMS, and undertake performance tests
to optimize it. Part of this work is currently being performed.
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